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The Quarter that was…
It feels like yesterday that GIGSA hosted the first Construction Quality Assurance course and here we are yet again,
reporting on another successful course. This time co-hosting the event with TRI Africa.
The CQA course was held at Fintech Pretoria Campus and was well attended by 32 delegates representing Consultants, Manufacturers, Contractors/Installers and Regulators. Of those, 17 delegates also enrolled for the GSI Construction Quality Assurance exam and we are proud to report a pass rate of over 80%. We would like to thank everyone on the arrangement committee that made this event such a success.
Most of you will know that the 17TH African Regional Conference on Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering
will be hosted by SAICE Geotech Division in Cape Town in October 2019. In collaboration with SAICE and IGS we are
excited to co-host a course on Barrier Systems for Limiting fluid migration which will be presented by Prof. Kerry
Rowe and Department of Water and Sanitation.
We are looking forward to welcoming the International Geosynthetics Society council in South Africa during the ARC
2019. The council will be hosted by GIGSA on the evening of 5 October 2019 in Cape Town.
GIGSA is also excited to contribute a geosynthetics workshop at the Landfill and Waste Treatment Interest Group
(LaWTIG) Conference that will be held at the River Club in Cape Town from 6-7 Nov 2019. Attendees of the conference will be treated to a keynote lecture by Mr. Boyd J. Ramsey, which we look forward to with great anticipation.

From the above-mentioned events, we are looking forward to a very eventful last quarter of 2019.

We hope to see you there.

From Your President

Johann Le Roux
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Feature: Benefactor

It is noted that the views and statements included in benefactor articles are those of the benefactor contributing the article, have not been fact-checked by GIGSA, and may not reflect the opinion of GIGSA.

GEOSYNTHETIC TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES USING MECHANIZATION,
ROBOTICS, UAV’s & ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
2’500’000 m² Geosynthetics

38’849 m² p/day

Image 1: Elikhulu 2018

Image 2: Elikhulu 2019

Image 3

Image 4

The Elikhulu Tailings Facility presented unique challenges as an existing tailings facility had to be expanded upon during and
while maintaining beneficial use for the client. Supported by and underpinned with a compacted clay sub-liner, the trafficable
surface available for deployment was constantly subjected to the vagaries of weather and alternated between bone-dry and
slippery wet. GAST, however, was able to deploy, weld and QA / QC using a unique mechanically assisted deployment mechanism and methodology. This enabled GAST to achieve record completion figures of up to 38 849 m² p/day, signed off and QA/
QC’d.
Part of this methodology included an engineered management approach where excellent and constant communication between the layer works specialist, Fraser Alexander, and GAST ensured compliance with specification and client’s alternating
production requirements.
Further challenges of a changing climate and one in a hundred year events during the construction phase had to be confronted
on an almost weekly basis. Innovative deployment and ballasting techniques had to be developed, grooved in and validated
with all participants to ensure a successful installation. The speed of each production element on site had to be closely monitored from surface inspection, deployment of equipment, welding, ballasting and QA/QC, in most instances had to be accomplished in a window of approximately 10 hours. This was only possible with excellent team work between GAST, Fraser, SLR and
DRA the project managers.
Due to the accelerated deployment and a large footprint of HDPE that was always exposed, inducing localised thermals and
whirl winds which presented a challenge all on its own. Wind velocities in excess of 186 km/h were not uncommon and constant possible blow-outs had to be strictly monitored. Due to the unique geometry of this site and undulating surfaces, wind
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Feature: Benefactor

gusts necessitated the use of a large volume of ballast bags with an equally unique deployment method for the ballast. Operational production was further challenged by the constant threat of lighting strikes and on a site this size, GAST could experience
three different weather phenomena on the same site at the same time which meant that equipment, resources and infrastructure were constantly re-deployed so as to minimize production losses. On average, GAST had to maintain at least four work
faces at any given time, subject to varying and shifting weather patterns. Different work faces , sometimes at the extremities of
the site meant that 5-6km of ever changing haul roads had to be conquered and managed. The irreducible minimum was communication and team work from all participants having due regard for each role player’s objectives and agenda. GAST utilized
state of the art Artificial Intelligence to assess and forecast the site data from weather patterns to choke points during the installation of the project. GAST also deployed various UAV (Drone) systems during the construction phase to monitor progress
and utilize image recognition software powered by GAST’s AI (Peter Bot) to find possible pinholes and/or weak points.

Image 5

Image 6

On a completely different project, GAST is recovering and recycling one of our most precious resources, water. This resource,
often neglected and wasted in our generally arid country, requires a technological shove if water scarcity is to be resolved.
However, a developing nation and population has specific geographical expectations concerning clean and easily available water resources. In South Africa, this is particularly difficult given the failing infrastructure and the non-existent recycling culture
currently displayed by our populace, and further complicated by the lack of environmental education and available funds.

Image 7: Grey Water

Image 8: Typical Clearwater

Currently, none of the waste water treatment works in South Africa employ a “closed-loop” philosophy and waste water treatment works’ effluent is never directly piped into the potable reticulation network but is rather discharged into a canal, river or
stream, only to be taken up by a down stream municipality or water regulator who then start the entire process all over again.
Current geosynthetics allow for water migration and filtering, however, these apertures are not suitable for the retention of
finer particles and further filtration of micro-organisms to achieve a clean water status. Protozoa, bacteria and viruses having
diameters ranging from 20 to 400 nanometres are considered beyond the filtration parameters of geosynthetics although the
process of removal without geosynthetics would be incomplete as they perform a precursory function in the purification cycle.
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GAST© having completed their first Clearwater Lagoon © in 1985, using available borehole waters, have since then been
tweaking their in-house technology and in 2016, released their latest WMM system (Withdrawal of Micro-organisms and Minerals). This technology, so advanced, is neither patented or centralized but four separate laboratory divisions worked independently of each other to achieve the end-product which is “pure” water, free of chemicals, micro-organism hazards and other contaminants. The beauty of this technology is that the water retains the ability to disinfect new casual liquid or to harbour
post-administered micro-organisms, for instance in an open body of water. The resultant water therefore retains an oxidative
potential.
The entire process is chemical-free and the maintenance of large open bodies of water remains chemical-free throughout the
installation‘s expected life cycle. Geosynthetics form an integral part of this confluence of technologies and the entire system
has a life expectancy in excess of 20 years. The water also has no effect on the geosynthetics involved, which remain inert and
un-affected by this unique quality of water. The produced water can easily achieve a turbidity of less than 1NTU with no threat
of carbonization to cementitious contact zones.
GAST’s WMM Technology sets a new benchmark for the industry as it can operate and use feed-waters from waste water treatment plants, commonly referred to as grey water. The technology currently has the ability to process up to 11,5 Mega litres per
day of pure Clearwater© from grey waters which outstrips current chemical and biological methods.
In an open reservoir the water is monitored robotically typically via 16 parameter sensors and relayed to a central command
unit which then tweaks and optimizes the WMM system’s settings so as to run at the most energy efficient mode. This means
in effect that the quality of water can be altered within a 28 hr period so as to allow for seasonal, sunshine or overcast days in
an open reservoir for instance.
If you would like to find out more about GAST’s 4IR tech for Geosynthetics or are looking for the GAST Clearwater Technology,
please feel free to contact:
Mr. Xander de Bruyn
GAST Sales Manager (South Africa)
Tel: +27 (12) 660 1616
Mobile: +27 76 092 1879
Email: xdebruyn@gast.co.za
Web: www.gast.co.za
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Feature: Benefactor
CASE HISTORY OF FOURWAYS MALL RETAINING WALL AND SOIL REINFORCEMENT USING
GEOSYNTHETICS

It is noted that the views and statements included in benefactor articles are those of the benefactor contributing the article, have not been fact-checked by GIGSA, and may not reflect the opinion of GIGSA.

INTRODUCTION
Reaching the milestone of 140 years in the world engineering
industry with one of the highest presence worldwide and a
solutions portfolio driven by engineering better solutions, Maccaferri is synonymous of expertise, efficiency and reliability;
able to support the market from design to construction.

In 2015 as part of the upgrade of Fourways Mall in the northern suburbs of Gauteng, a 222m long retaining wall was required for a bridge abutment at William Nicol Drive offramp
leading to the mall. The structure was required to be aesthetically pleasing as the surrounding areas consisted of a state-ofthe-art mall, offices and a mini-golf course. The peculiarity of
the project was the requirement to cater for presence of soft
foundation, limited tolerance due to the bridge abutment and
building, as well as a stormwater management system required within the limited space available.
Maccaferri Africa was approached by the consultants to assist
in designing a solution that could meet all engineering requirements and budget constraints. A hybrid system using Terramesh System™ and Green Terramesh™ was provided for the
retaining structure reinforced with high tenacity polyester geogrid, Paragrid 150. The top half of the retaining wall is sloped
at 70 degrees to tie in to the bridge deck and to provide an
aesthetic pleasing finish (Figure 1).

Designs were performed in accordance to the code of practice
for strengthened / reinforced soils and other fills
SANS8006:2018 using in house software MacStars W, used
worldwide for the design of soil reinforcement structures for a
period of more than 20 years. MacStars is a freely available
software package used for the design of reinforced soils . The
software allows for complex modelling of the applied forces
and considers the effects of surrounding structures on the reinforced wall. The software is able to perform limit state analysis in accordance with worldwide design standards.

Figure 2. MacStars W design of critical cross section.

The critical section was designed (Figure 2) to act as a bridge
abutment carrying a dead load of net pressure 150 kPa. This
section is reinforced at every 1,0 m vertical spacing with double twisted steel wire mesh, as the secondary reinforcement,
and Paragrid 150 and Paragrid 100. These are bonded geogrids with 150kN/m and 100kN/m uni-directional strength,
made from straps of polyester fibres encased in a tough and
durable polyethylene sheath. They are accredited by the BBA
with one of the lowest reduction factors, enabling the use of
more than 70% of its ultimate tensile strength (Figure 3).

Figure 1. Cross section of bridge abutment.
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Figure 5. Stormwater channel adjacent the retaining wall.
Figure 3. Laying of geogrid Paralink.

CONSTRUCTION

It was critical to manage the high flows (it collects the water
from Monte Casino and William Nicol – Figure 6).

Prior to the commencement of construction, a detailed site
investigation revealed a layer of alluvium material characterised by lower mechanical properties and high compressibility.
To prevent settlement and cater for the high bearing pressures, the alluvium material was removed and replaced with a
pioneer layer of clean rockfill with a particle size between
200mm and 300mm. The pioneer layer thickness varies between 600mm and 900mm. Geotextile was placed over the
rockfill for separation and a 300mm layer of G7 was compacted to specifications (Figure 4).
Figure 6. Water channel along the retaining wall
This project highlights the successful combination of double
twist products used as facing and secondary reinforcement
and geogrid as primary reinforcement. This structure was able
to simultaneously sustain high loads from the bridge, complex
geometry, low tolerances and accommodate hydraulic requirements.

Figure 4. Site preparation prior to construction.
During construction, various challenges occurred requiring
design reviews performed by the Engineering Unit of Maccaferri, supported by onsite site supervision and training, in
order to cover the entire project.
In order to accommodate the stormwater next to the wall, a
channel was designed using on one side the wall, protected by
a layer of shotcrete to avoid seepage of water in the backfill
and gabions on the other bank up to 1.5m high (Figure 5).
Maccaferri Africa would like to acknowledge WSP Africa,
Crossman and Pape for the engineering; Mota Engil and
Powergate Construction for the construction.
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Past Events: CQA 2019
GIGSA in partnership with TRI hosted another successful CQA Training Week between February and March
2019. Delegates were pleased with the course that was presented and enjoyed the demonstrations provided.
We thank everyone who helped put this successful week together. We have managed to capture some good
moments for those that did not attend.
!!!LETS KEEP THE HUMOUR IN THESE HARSH TIMES!!!!!

THANK YOU TRI
COOL VENUE TOO!!! ...IT CURVES…..

HDPE Welding Demo’s
Where’s the cocktails?

GIGSA Cocktail Evening
GIGSA NEWSLETTER September 2019
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Past Events: ARC2019

The main theme of the 17th ARCSMGE is “Innovation and Sustainability in Geotechnics for Developing Africa”. The theme originates from the fact that Africa as a whole suffers from a pronounced infrastructural deficit when compared to other developed countries and regions.

Therefore, both innovative and sustainable infrastructure is crucial for Africa’s economic integration. As such, the vision of improved geotechnics is a positive notion directed at the development of the continent.
The conference theme is broad and inclusive; presenting a range of opportunities to
stakeholders from the entire geotechnical industry.
Cape Town is considered as one of the top tourist destinations in Africa. It boasts a
beautiful, modern and culturally diverse city located at the southern tip of Africa. Some of the popular tourist attractions include:
Table Mountain, Robben Island, Kirstenbosch National Botanical Garden, Cape Point
Nature Reserve and Sand Beaches. During the conference, the guests can experience a
city that is bubbling with creativity, colour, sounds and tastes.
The friendly people of South Africa are always ready to welcome you with great hospitality.
Please join us at the 17th ARCSMGE with your friends and colleagues. It promises to be
a memorable and a productive conference. We look forward to welcoming you to Cape Town – one of Africa’s greatest cities – in October 2019.
Denis Kalumba
Chairman of Organising Committee
Solly Phalanndwa
Chairman of SAICE Geotechnical Division
Trevor Green
Past Chairman of SAICE Geotechnical Division
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Upcoming Events: LANDFILL 2019

The Landfill 2019 Conference & Exhibition will be held at, The River Club Western Cape, South Africa on the 6th and 7th of November 2019. Landfill 2019 will seek to bring the Landfill and Alternative Waste Treatment industries together to learn about
the latest techniques and developments - as well as to provide a forum for the exchange of knowledge and ideas. Although
sponsorship packages are available, the Landfill 2019 Conference is a conference supported by an exhibition and social programme rather than being a trade expo.
IWMSA Landfill conferences typically attract 100-150 delegates with 10-15 stands/booths in the accompanying exhibition area.
Delegates have a range of capability and expertise in various relevant fields including: Landfill construction and operations;
waste transportation; civil and geotechnical engineering; geosynthetics; waste compaction; waste treatment equipment and
alternative treatment/management technologies (such as refuse derived fuels, waste to energy plants and funding models).
This conference will attract decision makers from government and the private sector, prospective users, academics, vendors
and suppliers, policy makers and representatives of various national organizations working in the arena of Landfill and Alternative Waste Treatment.
Keynote Speaker

Ramsey J Boyd

THEME: “The death of landfill?” If, and how, landfills will be part of our long-term
future.
TOPICS

Landfills and compliance
Alternatives to disposal
Regulatory drivers of change
Regional versus local
Advancements in design, materials and technology
Innovation and integrative approaches
We are very excited to announce that,
Role of Landfills today, tomorrow and in the future
with the assistance of GIGSA, an international expert in the form of Mr Boyd
Funding Models
J. Ramsey will be a keynote speaker as
well as presenting a workshop during
Landfill Challenges – affordability, site selection, authorisation, operations
the conference! Mr Ramsey has been a
leader within the geosynthetic, envi- Contact Us:Landfill 2019 Secretariat
ronmental containment and waste disposal industries for over 20 years and Lesley Ferreira
his involvement promises to be very lesley@cebisaconferences.co.za
+27 21 671 7670/086 692 7220
interesting.
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Competitions

PH TO
C MPETITI N
The GIGSA 2019 Photo Contest is open to all members of GIGSA. All entries should include a photo title, description
and photo credit.

An adhoc committee is formed by GIGSA Board members to award the best photos reflecting the use of geosynthetics. These will be showcased and recognized on the GIGSA website and in newsletters.

Please visit the GIGSA website (www.gigsa.org) for more information as well as to find the detailed list of the recipients of previous awards.

Entries can be submitted to secretary@gigsa.org / president@gigsa.org with a subject of photo competition and your
full details (name,cell,etc.).

Prizes will be as follows:
1st Place – R 2000,00
2nd Place – R 1000,00
3rd Place – R 500,00
Rules and Guidelines of the Photo Contest are listed below:
1. Photos should clearly display a geosynthetic material/technology in use.

2. Photos should provide a clear understanding of what geosynthetic technology or event is being demonstrated.
3. Contestant must be a GIGSA member in good standing.
4. Each individual member of GIGSA and/or Benefactor Member Representative may submit up to 5 photographs
each. Each Benefactor Company may also submit up to 5 photographs each.
5. A title, description, and photo credit are required for each photo.
6. The file size should be a minimum of 4MB and a maximum of 15MB per picture.
7. File format must be .jpg.
8. Naming convention of the submitted .jpg should match or be similar to your photo title to avoid any confusion.
9. Photos should be sharp, well focused and aesthetically pleasing.

10. “Before and After” photo’s sets are welcome and count as one entry.
11. Final selection of First, Second, Third and Honourable Mention photos will be made by an independent
committee.
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Task Force: GIGSA Bursary

INTRODUCTION
The GIGSA Bursary aims to support the growth of the appropriate knowledge of geosynthetics in South
Africa.
TARGET GROUP
The GIGSA Bursary is open to Masters or PhD students studying at a South African University, who are
conducting research in line with the Mission of GIGSA, which includes promoting the appropriate use of
geosynthetics, advancing geosynthetics knowledge and developing new geosynthetic technologies. Applicants must be GIGSA members.
FUNDS
The GIGSA Bursary supports applicants financially in South African Rand (ZAR). The amount for the 2019
Bursary is fixed at R 75.000,00 (seventy thousand Rand). Funds may be used for tuition fees, travel, conferences, labour, consumables and specialist equipment relevant to the research topic.
Approval of applications and allocation of funds will be at the sole discretion of the GIGSA Bursary
Committee. The voting is confidential, and it will not be disclosed to any applicants. Funding may not meet
the applicant’s full funding requirements. The funds are available to the awardee till the 31st December
2020 unless requested in writing by the applicant and approved by the Treasurer of GIGSA.
Funds will be allocated quarterly in advance based on a quarterly forecast and detailed reconciliation including proof of expenditure. GIGSA reserves the right to terminate funding subject to progress compared to
the project schedule and milestones. Funds will preferably be transferred to a University account or will be
paid against invoices signed by the University Supervisor.
APPLICATIONS
Applications are required to be submitted no later than the 30th of November 2019 for the following calendar year. Applicants will be informed on the outcome of their applications by no later than 29 th February
2020.
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION
Applications should comprise of the following documentation:
1.
Letter of application to the GIGSA Bursary;
2.
Topic of the research;
3.
Scope of the research;
4.
Letter of motivation by the proposed University Supervisor;
5.
Overall budget forecast;
6.
Proof of application;
7.
Project schedule and clear milestones;
8.
Copy of ID or Passport;
9.
Proof of residence;
10. Details of any other funding received or allocated to the student.
Should the student applying receive news of any other funding allocated to them following the submission
of their application, GIGSA must be informed immediately. If the student is not registered at the time of application, the funds will only be made available after proof of registration.
GIGSA bursary applications shall be e-mailed to president@gigsa.org and copied to secretary@gigsa.org
by 17H00 on the 30th November 2019.
RECIPIENT COMMITMENTS
The recipient is required to publish the results of the research project in an International peer reviewed
Journal, or in peer reviewed conference proceedings. In addition, a short summary shall be published in
the GIGSA newsletter and on the social media page within 12 months from completion. The research project may not be specifically developed with the aim of providing commercial advantages to a specific product or company.
GIGSA NEWSLETTER September 2019
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KEEP A LOOKOUT FOR
UPCOMING COMPETITIONS
The GIGSA Awards aim to recognize members’ achievements in developing, manufacturing, application and knowledge of geosynthetics through various categories since the establishment of

GIGSA in 1994. Subject to the award it can be presented annually or biannually. All members of
GIGSA are eligible for GIGSA awards except the President of GIGSA and the members of the
GIGSA Awards Committee. The awards shall be made to the projects themselves and not to the
individuals, firms or organizations involved.

Developement in Technology Award
The development in the geosynthetic in terms of product should be wholly South
African in conception and design.
The technology should be new, unique and or an improvement on existing products, designs and/or applications.
The product, design or application should be functional, economical and have had a
successful application in a recognized project.
The product, design or application should have industry appeal and make a significant contribution to the
geosynthetic industry.

Construction Award
The project should have unique or unusual features and should demonstrate
some notable advance in geosynthetics in the solution of engineering problems.
It should have particular aesthetic appeal.
It should display engineering ingenuity in analysis or design and/or in construction technique and/or the application of geosynthetic materials.
The project should show functional efficiency.
The handling of geosynthetic challenges should be particularly successful.
The project should have been well managed, the geosynthetics installed according to best practices and
have finished within time constraints and within budget to the clients satisfaction.
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Parent Society
IGS Regional Conferences – Are You
Ready?
Read more…
https://www.geosyntheticssociety.org/igs-regionalconferences-are-you-ready/

Student Award Paper Spotlight: Design of a Calculation Method for Geocell-reinforced Soils and
Verification through Bearing Capacity Laboratory Experiments
In GeoAmericas 2016, Avesani Neto et al. won the Student Award for their paper entitled “Design of a Calculation Method
for Geocell-reinforced Soils and Verification through Bearing Capacity Laboratory Experiments.” As nicely elaborated in

,

their award-winning paper Avesani Neto et al. developed an analytical methodology to estimate bearing capacity of geocell-reinforced soils. The calculation method developed by the researchers separately estimates the improvement in the
soil bearing capacity that is resulted from the use of geocells and adds the improvement as an additional term to the unreinforced soil bearing capacity. In their calculation method, the unreinforced soil bearing capacity has been estimated
using Terzaghi’s method and the improvement by geocells has been estimated considering both “confinement” and
“stress dispersion” effects. Avesani Neto et al. has compared the bearing capacity estimated by their calculation method to
the results that have been reported in the literature for 75 experimental models with a wide range of soil types, geocell
types, loading shapes and dimensions, and strain levels. They have also compared the results obtained by their calculation method to those predicted by three previously developed calculation methodologies. In general, the calculation
method developed by Avesani Neto et al. resulted comparatively closer bearing capacity values to the experimental data
than the values predicted by the other calculation methods. Specifically, the calculation method developed by Avesani
Neto et al. has adopted a well-balanced contribution from the “confinement” and “stress dispersion” effects by limiting the
improvement resulted from each effect based on the aspect ratio of the geocell.

Watch: Two For a Few
With Dr. J P Giroud and
Dr. Nathalie Touze
Nigerian Geosynthetics Event
On 28 May 2019, Felix Nwankwo was
the invited speaker at the May General
Meeting of the Nigerian Institution of
Civil Engineering, a Division Of Nigerian Society Of Engineers, held at the
Public Works Corporation, Ojodu Berger in Lagos, Nigeria. Mr. Nwankwo
presented on “Geosynthetics: Solution
To The Built Environment And An
Introduction To Designing With Geotextile.” The event was well attended by
professionals in the geosynthetics industry and government regulators. The
event further reinforces the interest of the geosynthetics industry in Nigeria
and possibly establishing a Nigerian Chapter of the IGS in the near future.
GIGSA NEWSLETTER September 2019

The IGS Vice President made a rallying
call for using the human touch to improve
understanding of geosynthetics during an
interview with industry pioneer Dr. J P Giroud.
In the interview, part of the Two For A Few
series, Dr. Touze said the IGS had a vital
role to play in raising awareness among all
stakeholders.
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Sister Society
Its your CPD, you decide how to earn it
SAICE is giving you the power to earn CPD points at your convenience, without the hassle of attending face to face courses.
Review journal articles in the following disciplines: Environmental, Geotechnical, Structural, Transportation and Water.
https://cpdonline.saice.org.za/

General Conditions of Contract for Construction Works (Short
Form)
The new GCC Short Form fills a gap in the SAICE’s portfolio of contract documents, where a more streamlined document, suitable for “Minor Works” projects and without the need for extensive detailed contract conditions which are
required in larger, more complex projects, often extending over long time frames. “Minor Works” projects are not only those which cost little, or are repetitive, or are of short duration, or are confined to only engineering or only building, or the design is fully complete, but are those projects which are usually
characterised by more than one single criterion or a combination of the criteria
described above.

It's time to maximize on your SAICE member benefits
As a civil engineer you are committed to maintaining your competency in order to meet current and future challenges
within industry.CPD is any learning activity that enables an engineering professional to develop their competencies
relevant to their profession but should also contain an appropriate balance of all professional skills. By gaining CPD
points you ensure that your skills and knowledge are continuously updated. Paid training courses are a tool in which
you can gain CPD points in addition to attending events, reading journals and participating in certain SAICE talks and
gatherings. SAICE is committed to making your CPD experience an accessible and value-adding one. In a market
saturated with training providers, members can be assured that a CPD activity approved by SAICE will not only be of
the highest quality, but also acceptable for the ECSA system. SAICE offers an extensive training calendar and partner
courses with reputable and recognised organisations presented by qualified presenters who are recognised experts in
their chosen fields at affordable rates. As a SAICE member you automatically qualify for a discount of between 5 –10
% on all courses offered.

SAICE National Awards 2019 call
for nominations

Nominations for one of the most prestigious
nights in industry are open. The SAICE Awards
will take place on 18 October 2019.
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CALENDAR

GIGSA Photo Competition Winner 2017
Company: Aquatan
Photographer: Mr Willie Botha

Installation of a floating cover to the Neptune Reservoir in Simons Town. The system comprised of a waterproofing liner and
a floating cover and included a leakage detection system.

Date

Event/Info

7-10 Oct

17th African Regional Conference on Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering

Host

Location

Abstract Submission Deadline

SAICE

Century City Conference Centre &
Hotel, Cape Town
South Africa

Closed

www.arc2019.org

2019

13-16 Oct

6-7 Nov

CAPSA 2019
www.capsaconference.co.za

LAWTIG

Various

IWMSA

Sun City,
South Africa

River Club, Observatory

Closed

Open

Cape Town
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BENEFACTORS

Fibertex South Africa (Pty)
Engineered Linings (Pty) Ltd

Kaytech (Pty) Ltd

Aquatan (Pty) Ltd

www.englining.co.za

www.kaytech.co.za

www.aquatan.com

www.fibertex.com/
www.geotextilesafrica.co.za

(T): (021) 551 2430

(T): (031) 717 2300

(T): (011) 974 5271

(T): 031 736 7100

(E): ct@englining.co.za

(E): supportptn@kaytech.co.za

(E): aqua@aquatan.com

(E): salesza@fibertex.com

SRK Consulting (Pty) Ltd

Jones & Wagener (Pty) Ltd

Gundle Geosynthetics (Pty) Ltd

ARQ Consulting Engineers (Pty)

www.srk.co.za

www.jaws.co.za

www.gundlegeo.co.za

www.arq.co.za

(T): (011) 441 1111

(T): (011) 519 0200

(T): (011) 813 2180

(T): (012) 348 6668

(E): johannesburg@srk.co.za

(E): postweb@jaws.co.za

(E): ggsales@gundleapi.co.za

(E): arq@arq.co.za

Reinforced Earth (Pty) Ltd

Maccaferri Africa (Pty) Ltd

Gast (Pty) Ltd

Fraser Alexander (Pty) Ltd

www.recosa.co.za

www.maccaferri.com/za

www.gast.co.za

www.fraseralexander.co.za

(T): (011) 726 6180

(T): (031) 705 0500

(T): (012) 660 1616

(T): (011) 929 3600

(E): resa@recosa.co.za

(E): dbna@za.maccaferri.com

(E): info@gast.co.za

(E): fainfo@fraseralexander.co.za

Stefanutti Stocks (Pty) Ltd

Golder Associates Africa (Pty) Ltd

AKS Lining Systems (Pty) Ltd

Hefer Plant (Pty) Ltd

www.stefanuttistocks.com

www.golder.com

www.aks.co.za

www.heferplant.co.za

(T): (011) 571 4300

(T): (011) 254 4800

(T): (021) 983 2700

(E): holdings@stefstocks.com

(E): mail@golder.co.za

(E): info@aks.co.za

(T): 011 412 4302
(E): shawn@heferplant.co.za
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BENEFACTORS

Integrated Polypropylene Products

Plasti-Weld c.c.

Rho-Tech

Geo-X (Pty) Ltd

www.poly-prop.co.za

www.plastiweld.co.za

www.rho-tech.co.za

www.geo-x.co.za

(T): (031) 710 4446

(T): (011) 849 9058

(T): (031) 914 0966

(E): via website

(E): sales@plastiweld.co.za

(E): info@rho-tech.co.za

(T): (011) 3140023 / 3140058
(E): geo@geo-x.co.za

WBHO (Pty) Ltd

Beal Consulting (Pty) Ltd

Knight Piésold (Pty) Ltd

TRI Africa Environmental Services
(Pty) Ltd.

www.wbho.co.za

www.beal.co.za

www.knightpiesold.com

(T): (011) 321 7200

(T): (012) 809 4383

(T): (011) 806 7111

(T) 079 875 5691

(E): wbho@wbho.co.za

(E): via website

(E): via website

(E) NMinnaar@tri-env.com

GeoKatanga

Geobrugg

www.geokatanga.com

www.geobrugg.com

(T): (011) 84 611 8819

T): (011) 794 3248

E): henrico@geokatanga.com

E): via website

PROLining

Mzansi Plastic Linings

www.prolining.co.za

TeMaSA
www.temacorporation.com
(T): 072 873 0101
(E): temaSA@temacorporation.com

Envitech
www.envitech.co.za/
(T): +27 11 425 2810
(E) via website

Turnkey Civil International
www.turnkeycivils.com

(T): 082 048 8545

(T): 010 225 2088

(T): (+27) 17 647 5019

(E): info@prolining.co.za

(E): admin@mzansiplastic.co.za

(E): cvn@turnkeycivils.com
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